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Abstract. We present a theoretical investigation of electron impact ionization processes under 
a high electric field within the framework of the Le-Ting balance equation approach in the 
case where the hole gas is approximately in thermal equilibrium. An expression for the impact 
ionization cmfficient far an arbitmy conduction band is obtained. As an example, the impact 
ionization coefficient of bulk lnSb is calculated in the approximation of,a parabolic conduction 
band and the result is compared with existing experimental data 

1. Introduction 

High-field-induced hot carriers have made impact ionization (11) a very important process 
in modem semiconductor devices. Although a hindrance resulting in device breakdown and 
degradation, I1 has also been widely exploited in electronic devices such as semiconductor 
lasers and charge multiplication devices. As a result, many authors have devoted great effort 
to theories describing the impact ionization process [1-25]. Based on the early theory of the 
electrical ionization coefficient by Wolff [l], Shockley [2]  and Baraff [3], a semiclassical 
lucky-drift theory was developed by Ridley [4], and was later improved by Burt [SI and 
Wilson 161, to describe impact ionization in moderate-to-large-energy-gap semiconductors. 
Dumke [7] has constructed a theory of avalanche breakdown for narrow-gap semiconductors 
such as InSb and InAs, in which the primary electron-scattering mechanism is polar-optical- 
mode scattering. 'Recently, a more rigorous analytical expression within the hydrodynamic 
approach was employed by Quade and co-workers [SI to study I1 in semiconductor high- 
field transport. Goldsman [9, IO] has presented a method for calculating I1 coefficients by 
solving the Bolt&ann equation. Wang and co-workers [ l l ,  121 have used an ensemble 
Monte Carlo simulation to calculate I1 coefficients in Si and GaAs including a wavevector- 
dependent numerical transition rate formulation, which goes beyond the limitation of the 
Keldysh formula [I31 used in early Monte Carlo calculations. A Monte Carlo simulation 
including full band structure and an anisotropic impact ionization model was also carried 
out by Kunikiyo and co-workers [14] to estimate the I1 coefficient in Si. Integrating the 
Boltzmann transport equation by the Monte Carlo method, Arnold and co-workers [15] 
studied the 11-related transport phenomena in silicon dioxide. Furthermore, Quade and co- 
workers [I61 applied a quantum-mechanical approach based on the density-matrix formalism 
with the inclusion of distribution functions and the Pauli exclusion principle to study impact 
ionization, but they did not compare their theoretical result with experiment. 

Over the past several years, the Lei-ling balance equation theory [26] and its 
extension [27] have been widely used to study high-field transport in semiconductors. 
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So far II has been excluded from the theory. In this paper, we present an analytical 
theory describing impact ionization processes in high electric fields within the framework 
of the Lei-Ting balance equation theory in terms of non-equilibrium Green functions. As a 
simple example, we examine energy and momentum relawation and the electron-hole pair 
generation rate due to impact ionization in bulk InSb. 

2. Theory 

We consider the transport of a uniform n-type semiconductor in an electric field E.  If 
the effective hole mass mi is much larger than the effective electron mass m:, the drift 
movement and heating of hole gases are negligible in comparison with those of the electron 
gases, so we can treat the hole gases as motionless with a lattice temperature T. The 
Hamiltonian of the system is (h = 1 = ks throughout the paper) 

H = HE + H e +  H,,h f Hh + Rei +He-,,h f Hii. (1) 

Here, H E ,  He, Hpb,  H,i and Hc-ph are respectively the uniform electric field potential, 
the electron Hamiltonian, the phonon Hamiltonian, electron-impurity and electron-phonon 
interactions as mentioned in [26,27]. 

To take account of the impact ionization process, we have added HA, the Hamiltonian of 
hole gases, and Hit, the Hamiltonian of the band-band impact ionization process in  (1). For 
an incident electron of a given spin, there are two types of indistinguishable and two types 
of distinguishable 11 process [28]. The two types of indistinguishable I1 process, where the 
collision particles have identical spins, interfere with each other and their total contribution 
to transition rate is negligible. As an approximation, we neglect the indistinguishable I1 
processes in Hii, and interaction between particles in He and Hk. We have 

with dk,# t (dk.c) being the creation (annihilation) operator of the hole, Ck,c .t (Ck.o) being the 

creation (annihilation) operator of the electron, and 5 denoting the inverse spin of a;  Mt 
is the Fourier representations of the band-band Coulomb interaction matrix element 

with a constant dielectric screening K ,  and a reciprocal screening length 40. ICc and 
I,. are overlap integrals of conduction-conduction bands and conduction-valence bands 
respectively. Since I,, = 0 when q = 0, we assume Mt = 0 through out this paper. 

The velocity operator of the centre-of-mass in the Lei-Ting balance equation theory is 
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where w(k) = V E ( ~ )  is the velocity function. 

Hamiltonian He. and of the electron number fie, can be derived as follows: 
The time derivatives of the centre-of-mass velocity 6, of the relative electron 

- i (&kr - Ek-q - EY+q)M~~d-k .BCk-q.bC~, ,oCk'+q.o  (8) 
k.k'q.0 

??; = -itfie, H] 
i t  t = - i [ M ~ C ~ - q , i r d - k , B C ~ + q , o C Y . ~  - ~ ~ q d - k , a C k - q , a C ~ , , C k ~ + , ~ ~ .  

k,k'q.o 

(9) 

Following balance transport theory [17,26] to the approximation that the hole gas is in 
thermal equilibrium with the lattice temperature T,~we define the interaction picture for an 
operator B as 

BY)  = exp[i(H, + HE + ~ , , h  + ifh)f]B exp[-i(H, + HE + H,,h + ~ h ) t 1  (10) 

and derive the density matrix in the interaction picture from the integral equation 
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Here Pd = N,pd is the total momentum of the electron system and Her represents the 
relative electron Hamiltonian 
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Taking the statistical average of the operator equations (7)-(9) with respect to the lowest- 
order density matrix, we obtain the time derivative of the electron drift velocity and the 
average electron energy: 

dvd 1 dN. 
-~~= (2) = eE . IC + A,i + A ,  + Aii - ---U 
dt N, dt 

1 dN, 
dt Ne dt 

eE - v d  - W, - Wii - --he dhe -= 

and the electron-hole generation rate (g = dN./N, dt) 

x [ 1 - f ( zk,+;e- ")I [ 1 - f ("-;; ")I 

(13) 

(14) 

Here ACi is the frictional acceleration due to impact ionization: 

x [I - fpTe- ")I [ 1 - f ( zk-;e- ")I 
and Wii'is the energy loss rate due to impact ionization: 

x [ 1 - f ( ")I [ 1 - f ( y  ")I 
The expression of frictional accelerations due to impurity (A,:) and phonon (Aen) scatterings, 
and the energy loss rate due to phonon scatterings (W,) can be found in [27], h, = ( H e )  /Ne 
is the electron energy per carrier, 
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is the average drift velocity of electrons, 

2 
IC- N,~VVE(k)fr(~(~)-LL)l~~l (19) 

k 

is the average inverse effective mass tensor, f (r)  = (e" - I)-' is the Fermi function, p 
(ph) is the electron (hole) chemical potential, and Te is the electron temperature. 

Electron-hole pair generation rates are usually measured experimentally when the 
electron drift velocity and electron temperature become steady, since in most materials the 
momentum and energy relaxation times are much shorter than the carrier-number relaxation 
time. This conesponds to the case where the left-hand sides of (13) and (14) equal zero. 
By solving those balance equations to determine the electron transport parameters T, and 
pd.  we can evaluate theoretically the electron-hole pair generation rate g due to impact 
ionization and ionization coefficients an = gjvd of electrons from (15). 

3. Results 

In the following, we discuss the electron impact ionization generation rate in InSb when an 
electron field is-applied along the z direction. The energy band of InSb can be described 
by the Kane band formula 

&(I +LYE)  = k2/2m, (20) 

where LY = l / E ,  is the non-parabolic parameter; E, is the energy gap and m, is the electron 
band-edge effective mass. Then the velocity of an electron with momentum k is 

v ( k )  = VE = k(mz + 2 ~ ~ m , k ~ ) - " ~  (21) 

and the diagonal component of the inverse effective mass tensor IC,, is 

During the process of numerically calculating the electric field dependence of the 
impact ionization coefficient, we find that the result is very sensitive to the electric field 
dependence of the electron mobility and the average electron energy. In electric fields less 
than 400Vcm-', before the avalanche breakdown begins to happen, the impact ionization 
process is an inferior scattering mechanism in comparison with the polar electron-phonon 
interaction in InSb. Therefore we have used the exact Kane band to evaluate Ae;, A ,  
and We,,. which mainly determine the electron transport properties, but for the sake of 
simplicity used an approximately parabolic band with an electric-field-dependent average 
effective electron mass m' = I/!& to estimate the Aii, W,i~and g (E(k) = kz/2rn'). In the 
parabolic band approximation, (15)-(17) become 
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h In the above equations, WO = q x u d ,  WI = t v d ,  02 = W I  +m*v:/2+~~+&k-q, ( k  = ~ k - p  
is the energy of an electron with momentum k measured from the electron Fermi energy 
p, and (k = 2; - ph  is the energy of a hole with momentum IC measured from the hole 
Fermi energy' ph;  lTz(q, W )  represents the imaginaq parts of electron-electron correlation 
functions and n(x) = (e" - I)-' is the Bose function. 

The parameters used in this paper for InSb are listed in table 1. 

Table 1. Paramefen for lnsb, 

Pmmeter Unit Value 

Optical dielectric qCD I 15.68 
~ 

Lowfrequency djelectnc constant xir 
Effective electron edge-band macs m, 
Effective hole mass m. 
Band gap 
Material density d 
Longitudinal sound velocity 
Longitudinal optic phonon energy WLI 

Acoustic deformation ootential E: 

17.54 
0.0138 
0.4 
0.22s 
5.775 

2.42 x IO-2 
3.75 103 

20 

In the numerical calculation, we have employed the Thomas-Fermi screening in (6) 
to evaluate the inverse screening length and 40 = 6nNee2/p.  The value of I c c I c u / ~  is 
assumed to be a cqnstant and is determined by fitting the theoretical result to experimental 
data. 

In figure 1, we compare the calculated electron drift mobility in InSb with the 
experimental result I291 when the electron density is ne = 1.8 x loi4 cm-3 and the linear 
mbbility is pa = 5.4 x lo5 cmzV-' s-'. Since we have only used a very simple static- 
screening Coulomb potential to describe the impurity scattering, the theoretical curve does 
not coincide with the experimental one completely. However, the calculated mobility agrees 
well with the experimental result in electric fields higher than 200Vcm-' when impact 
ionization begins to contribute. 

In figure 2, the corresponding electron-hole pair generation rate g in InSb is plotted 
against electric field E .  The result fits a function of the form g ( E )  E Em with m = 14 for 
electric fields in the range 200-400Vcm-I. For the sake of comparison, the experimental 
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Figure 1. Elecvon mobility of InSb at B temperature 
T = 71 K as a function of electric field when the 
electron density n, = 1.8 x 10'4cm-3. The full c w e  
denotes the result of balance equation theory; the dotted 
curve is the experimental result from [29]. 

Figure 2. Comparison of electron-induced pait 
'generation rate g of InSb from balance equation theory 

(full curve) with theoretical andexperimental results in 
the literature. 

Figure 3. Calculated electron impact ionization caefficienr 
cn of JnSb from balance equation theory as a function of 
inverse electric field (parameters are the same as in figum I 
and 21. In the inset. the calculated elecmn dnft velociues 

0.1 1 10 including U processes (full curve) and without11 processes 
(broken curve) are illusfrated as a function of electric field. I @  (lo=" 

results of McGroddy and Nathan [30] and Toda 1311 are illustrated with the dotted and 
chain curves respectively. The result of McGroddy and Nathan fits a power law with 
m = 10, while Toda's result fits a power law with m = 8. Here we find that the calculated 
generation rate increases with electric field more quickly than do the experimental results. 
This deviation may stem from the parabolic conduction band approximation used when 
evaluating the electron-hole pair generation rate. The calculated result of Dumke [7] at 
temperature T = OK is shown with the broken curve. 

In figure 3 we plot the electron impact ionization coefficient a, of InSb as a function 
of inverse electron field. Since the drift velocity of electrons in InSb under an electric 
field between ZOMOOVcm-' is nearly constant, a, also shows a power law relation with 
electric field, as does the generation rate g. When the electric field is larger than 400 Vcm-I, 
the scattering rate due to impact ionization becomes comparable to the polar optic phonon 
scattering rate. The rate of the ionization coefficient with electric field slows down as a 
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result of the high energy loss rate due to the 11 process. On the other hand, the calculated 
drift velocity including the 11 process (full curve) is higher than that without the I1 process 
(broken curve), as shown in the inset of figure 3, because the high-energy electrons are 
scattered to low-energy states by I1 processes similar to the case discussed in [ZO]. 

In conclusion, within the framework of the Lei-Ting balance equation theory, we have 
obtained a formula for calculating the electron impact ionization coefficient in a high 
electric field in the case where the hole gas stays approximately in thermal equilibrium. 
In the derivation, we have neglected the influence of the intraband Coulomb interaction 
on impact ionization. As a typical example, the electron impact ionization coefficient of 
bulk InSb is calculated by assuming constant overlap integration. We have used the Kane 
model to describe the conduction band in calculating impurity and phonon scattering rates, 
but employed the parabolic band approximation in carrying out the integration for impact 
ionization processes. The comparison between theoretical and experimental results was 
discussed. 

X F Wang and X L Lei 
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